
When Everything went dark in Smelly Town 
 

In a place far, far away, further than you could ever imagine, is Smelly Land. And as you can 

imagine, everything in Smelly Land Smells really really bad!  

 

And people have funny names and eat funny food. There is Mr Smelly, who is the mayor of 

the town. And there is Mr Stinky, whose job is to make sure that everything stays as dirty as 

possible. And Mr Pongy, who own the local shop. Oh and Pooey the Post man too.  

 

The restaurant in Smelly Town serves up all kinds of delicious foods including snot and 

cucumber icecream, garbage bin spaghetti, and rotten cheese. But Chef Whiffy was most 

famous for his best dish – Festering Fish with Foul French Fries. And today was the special 

celebration of when Smelly Town had won the battle over Clean Town and everybody was 

gathered in the restaurant to eat Festering Fish. The chef was getting read to serve the food 

when, oh no, something happened and the whole restaurant became very very dark. 

Nobody could see anything! 

 

Reeking Rita stood up to see what had happened, but she couldn’t see a thing and she 

tripped over the leg of Stenchy Simon. She fell and her foot banged into his mouth and her 

fork ended up in his nose! It was such a big stinking mess! 

 

Mr Smelly stood up and said “Everybody we need light, let’s all stand up slowly and go 

outside so that we can see”.  

 

So everybody got up all at once and rushed out. And there was a big mess and nobody could 

see where they were going and everybody fell all over each other. There were elbows in 

people mouths, and broken plates in people’s hair and lots of sore bottoms from falling 

over!  

 

As everybody tumbled outside it was still dark.  

 

Oh no! 

 



Mr Smelly said “Well we have a problem, all the light and all the electricity has gone out of 

Smelly Town. We will need to fix it and fast”. 

 

So everybody in Smelly Town tried their best. Mrs Smelly lit some candles to give some light. 

And Mrs Pongy called the Electricity man to see if he could come to fix the problem but he 

said no because the smell was just too bad. And Chef Whiffy started feeding everybody 

Festering Fish with Foul French Fries, but it wasn’t quite as disgusting as normal as he hadn’t 

had enough time to cook it the way he wanted. 

 

But still there wasn’t enough light and everybody was bumping into everybody else and 

slipping in the street and falling onto their sore bottoms. Just then the moon moved into 

position and there was lots of moonlight. 

 

Just then Filthy Freddie said “Don’t’ worry people I know what to do. I want you to give me 

your stinking shoe laces”. So everybody pulled out their incredibly smelly shoe laces and 

gave them to Filthy Freddie. He tied them all together to make one very very long shoe lace. 

He said “I’m going to use this as a wire to get some light from the Moon”. So he threw the 

shoe lace up to the moon, but it hit the clouds and bounced back. So he got all the people of 

Smelly Town to throw the shoe lace together. And with a big effort the shoe lace ended up 

on the moon. And suddenly Smelly Town had all the light and electricity it needed from that 

one big wire. 

 

And even now all the people of Smelly Town get their electricity from that one big wire 

coming from the moon. And nobody in the town has any shoe laces to wear! 

 

By Anthony E, age 7 

 

 


